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The image is not available for Color: Design Technology Guide Options Placement Options Technology Guide JBL Studio Series: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing speaker shares critical design features with professional JBL speakers you can find and listen to in cinemas and concert venues. The JBL
Studio Series speaker offers dynamic realism &amp; dimensional precision that closely replicates the experience of a movie or live music performance. Two-way floor-standing speaker: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker features two 8 low-frequency woofers and a high-frequency
compression guide surrounded by a glass-filled Bi-Radial horn; a combination that provides crisp, focused, precise sound dimensions. High Frequency Compression Driver/Horn System: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker features a 1 compression guide with a neodyminium magnet and a
piece of Teonex aperture in a bi-radial glass ABS horn. 1 High-frequency comqueses driver: The Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker compression driver reduces distortion and provides a wider dynamic range than is possible from conventional high-frequency and mid-range drivers. The tweeter
includes a single-seater Teonex aperture/surround assembly equipped with a 1 voice coil that can deliver enhanced vocal articulation. Glass-filled ABS B-Radial high-frequency horn: Horn-shaped loudspeaker designs optimize high-frequency output, directing sound to the listener with absolute accuracy,
thus eliminating reseing, reflections from walls, and other objects. The Studio 590 floor speaker features a high-frequency glass abs bi-radial horn that provides professional-grade sound to your home. Double Low Frequency Woofers: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker features dual
PolyPlastics woofers with symmetrical field geometry (SFG) magnet structures, cast-aluminum frames, and rubber surrounds. Two 8 Streaks PolyPlas Woofers: The Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker offers precise low-frequency sounds from double 8 streaks polyplastic woofers. The ribs improve
strength while reducing distortion. The result is rich, articulated bass. Symmetrical field geometry magnet (SFG) assembly: Thanks to a heavy symmetrical band of field geometry magnets (SFG), the low-frequency speaker with studio 590 floor-based speaker offers highly focused bass. The result is
pristine, articulate sound. Non-Echo Cast-Aluminum Frame: Every 8 woofer features a non-acoustic cat-aluminum frame for clean, strong bass response. Rubber frames: Woofer polyplasts ribbed sticks employ a rubber frame for long string excursion and extended bass response. Low Loss, Two-Way
Crossover Network: Studio 590 Floor-Standing Low Loudspeaker two-way crossover network ensures a clean transition for sound coming from individual low-frequency and high-frequency drivers, thereby reducing distortion while improving Voice match: Crafted and voice-matched with other JBL Studio
5 series speakers, the Studio 590 floor speaker is powerful, accurate and designed to make a dramatic design statement in any listening environment. Housing Design Durable 3/4 MDF Enclosure: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker uses a rigid, heavy-strap housing with non-parallel surfaces
to reduce unwanted resing. Bass Reflex Design: The floor-based studio 590 speaker uses a bass reflex (ported) design desk with dual back-facing bass ports that increases performance and expands bass response. There are two port tube inserts included to reduce the amount of bass output (50Hz-
100Hz) from the cabinet. Detachable grille: The floor-based speaker can be used with or without the detachable fabric mask. When not using the fabric mask, a plastic cosmetic cover is provided. Colors: The 590 floor-standing speaker is available in a black or cherry wood-grain vinyl finish (both contain
black grilles). Dual Gold-Plated Binding Posts Connections: The JBL Studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker will work with various power amplifiers and receivers at home, with single cable or two wire function. The studio 590 floor-standing loudspeaker is mounted two sets of gilded 5-way binding positions
attached to gilded jumpers. Using dual 5-way connectors, you can two-amp or bi-wire the speaker. Gold-plated 5-way binding positions will accept bare wire, pin clips, shovel fasteners, or banana plugs (single/double). Note: Make sure you remove the gold-plated jumpers when the speaker is two
cables/two hold. Color-coded: Dual 5-way binding posts are color-coded (red/black) for easy identification between positive and negative. Positioning options: For best results, place the speakers 6' to 10' apart. Fishing the speakers towards the listening position can improve stereo display. The speakers
will produce the most accurate stereo soundstage when the angle between the listener and the speakers is between 40° and 60°. Generally, the bass output will increase as the speaker moves closer to a wall or corner. For best performance, JBL recommends placing the speakers at least 20 away from
the side walls. Rubber legs: The JBL Studio 590 floor-upright loudspeaker comes with 4 rubber legs already installed. Rubber feet are used when placing the speaker on a hard surface, such as your hardwood or tile floor. Metal floor pins: Four metal pins are provided for use when you place the floor-
standing speaker on a carpeted surface. Using the pins disconnects the from the floor and prevents unwanted acoustic damping. The metal pins add 0.1875 to the height of the speaker. Rubber legs should be removed before installing sharp feet. Magnetically shielded: The speaker is magnetically
shielded, allowing you to place it near any TV without distorting the image. JBL Studio 590 Double 8 8 High Frequency Speaker JBL® Studio 590 floor speaker brings professional-quality sound to the home experience. Studio 590 uses the technology developed by JBL engineers for pro-sound speakers
to provide accurate, powerful sound in your living room. The Studio 590 floorstanding speaker is a perfect complement to other members of the Studio 5 series, including the Studio 530 shelf and the Studio 520C center-channel speakers. The Studio 590 features a 1-inch (25mm) tweeter mounted on a
glass-filled Bi-Radial® horn - the same technology used in JBL concert sound systems - to deliver concise, continuous high frequencies. A pair of 8-inch (200mm) PolyPlastics™ knots with symmetrical field geometry™ (SFG) magnet assemblies handle low frequencies.25 - 250 watts proposed rangeJBL
power amplifier engineers designed the Studio 590 floor speaker to deliver enhanced, room filling sound from a compatible AVR (audio/video receiver) or 25 to 250 watt power amplifier, whether you're using Studio 590 as a standalone unit or as part of a surround sound system. Double 8 (200mm) streaks
of PolyPlastic woofer bass knots affect more than just your ears. It echoes through your entire body, creating a sonic landscape that you can feel as well as hear. The floor-based JBL Studio 590 speaker delivers precise low-frequency sounds from an 8-inch (200-millimeter) ribbed pair. The ribs improve
strength while reducing distortion. The result is rich, powerful, articulated bass. Symmetrical field geometry (SFG) magnet assembly Recover in a heavy duty symmetrical field geometry (SFG) magnet assembly, the studio 590 floorstanding loudspeaker of pair of low frequency woofers delivers highly
focused bass. The result is pristine, articulate sound. Warranty5 Year ElectronicWhat is in the box;1 Studio 590 floorstanding loudspeaker1 horn cover2 port tube inserts4 metal nailsManustance ManualTechnical Specifications Owner25 - 250 watt proposed power amplifier rangeDwal 8 (20 0mmm)
PolyPlas streaks™ goufersSymmetral field geometry™ (SFG) magnet assembly (25 mm) high-frequency press guideDagas full ABS Bi-Radial® high-frequency hornLow-loss, 2-1/2-way crossover networkBi-wire capabilitySturdy 3/4 (19mm) MDF captivumMon impedance|6 ohmsCrossover
Frequency|1.5kHzSensitivity| (2.83V@1m) Frequency response 92dB|35Hz-40kHz Connection type| Double gilded connectors (two-wire capability)DimensionsWith (in)|12-11/16Dupth (in)|16-1/4Eight (in)|49-3/4Weight (lb)|69.5 We are the authorized sole distributor in SingaporeDwal 200mm (8. ) Low
Frequency Transducters25mm (1) High Frequency DriverGlass Compression Full ABS Bi-Radial High Frequency Horn19mm (3/4) MDF 2-1/2-way crossover networkExclusive Design The JBL Professional speakers you hear in your favorite movie or concert venue share an important feature with our
most advanced home speakers. Everyone's concerned about Compression guides on a horn to deliver the huge amounts of high impact, high-precision audio and live music experience that require large audiences and critical listeners. Now JBL Studio 5 series speakers, headphones designed by
renowned JBL chief engineer Greg Timbers, continue this performance-proven tradition. The JBL Studio 5 series features leading professional speaker technology in modern design, while being very affordable. The JBL Studio 590 loudspeaker combines a 25mm (1) HF compression driver and Bi-Radial®
horn with dual 200mm (8) cast-frame symmetrical field geometry (SFG) woofers to deliver extremely lively performance. Ideal for both music and film systems, studio 590 floor-supported speakers are powerful, accurate and decorated to make an overwhelming statement in any listening environment. Low
frequency converters: Two 200mm (8) PolyPlastic transdometers™ with SFG magnet structures, cast frames and rubber frames, magnetically shielded high frequency converter: 25mm (1) compression guide with neodymium magnet and one piece of Teonex® aperture in a glass-filled ABS bi-radial horn,
magnetically shielded Recommended amplifier power: 250 watt Frequency response: 35Hz – 40kHz (–6dB) Nominal impedance: 6 ohms Sensitivity (6 2.83V/1m): 92dB Crossover Frequencies: 1.5kHz Enclosure Type: Port Connection Type: Double-Wire-Capable Dimensions (H x W x D): 1263mm x
Weight 322mm x 413mm: 31.5kg brand SKU JB838ELAAQVFT8SGAMZ-56040789 standard What's in box2 x JBL studio 590 floorstanding speaker (cherry) 1 horn cover 2 port tube inserts 4 metal nails Owner's manual Understanding the importance of safe and secure purchases , we provide our
customers with a wide range of secure payment options, including cash on delivery, where you pay in cash only when you receive your package. Be sure of the quality and authenticity of the product: All purchases on the Website are guaranteed genuine products, new, not defective or damaged. If it is,
simply return it within 14 days for a full refund under our Buyer Protection Program.Delivered by Singapore Post - Nationwide Sales - Payment Upon Delivery - Free Returns JBL Go 2 Portable Bluetooth® Speaker Singapore SKU: 35834 JBL E25BT Wireless in ear headphones Singapore SKU: 35778
JBL TUNE 700BT Wireless Over-Ear Headphones Singapore SKU: 35776 JBL T110 In-ear headphones IN 4 COLORS Singapore SKU: 35747 JBL Bar 2.0 All-In-One (AIO) Singapore SKU: 35668 JBL Flip 5 Eco Portable Bluetooth Speaker Singapore SKU: 35667 Tag: Tag: Bluetooth Speaker Tuas,
Bluetooth Speaker Farrer Park, Bluetooth Speaker Jurong, Bluetooth Speaker Bedok, Bluetooth Speaker Seletar, Bluetooth Speaker Flora, Bluetooth Speaker Serangoon, Bluetooth Speaker Clarke Bluetooth Speaker Alexandra, Bluetooth Speaker Holland, * * *
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